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Poetry. Women's Studies. Populated by the quotidian events and things that punctuate our days (air travel,
medical exams, bathrooms, phones, etc.), the poems in Niina Pollari's DEAD HORSE are anything but
common. Hyperaware, the speaker in these poems "watch[es] you watch me." She is mercurial,
monstrous—"a vampire in a grayly coughing dawn," a lover who wants to put her "thigh meat next to yours,"
to sit with swan's blood inside her mouth and smile—but also tender in her grotesqueness: "I'm nothing / But
a massive garbage mountain / Wiggling abundantly / And all I want to know is / Do you love me? / Now that
I can dance." And then there it is, that word—love. That is the force that ultimately animates the poems, their
vulnerability & bravery: "If you say you love me / I will open my mouth and you can live in it."

"These poems are so rhythmic you can almost ride them. Moving through the daily deaths of the earth, the
questions of what to hold together and what to let, Niina Pollari writes from a place where emotion meets
bone, exploring what it means to be a blood container. You will see your own skull."—Melissa Broder

"Niina Pollari's poems unfold with a phrasal clarity I didn't know I needed, and which disturbs me: 'like an
animal / enjoying the warm sunshine with blood in my mouth.' Her poems deploy the vatic informality of
Tytti Heikkinen or Hiromi It?, indubitably of the present yet of a material insoluble to the present, a voice
that issues from a Grecian urn or can of Coors. This is resolved, odd, clear-complicated stuff, lovely 'like a
fakey arcade.'"—Joyelle McSweeney
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From reader reviews:

Donna Kerns:

Inside other case, little persons like to read book Dead Horse. You can choose the best book if you want
reading a book. Given that we know about how is important a book Dead Horse. You can add understanding
and of course you can around the world by way of a book. Absolutely right, mainly because from book you
can know everything! From your country right up until foreign or abroad you may be known. About simple
point until wonderful thing you are able to know that. In this era, we can open a book as well as searching by
internet unit. It is called e-book. You can use it when you feel uninterested to go to the library. Let's learn.

William Johnson:

The book Dead Horse give you a sense of feeling enjoy for your spare time. You should use to make your
capable more increase. Book can to be your best friend when you getting tension or having big problem
together with your subject. If you can make reading a book Dead Horse for being your habit, you can get
considerably more advantages, like add your current capable, increase your knowledge about a few or all
subjects. It is possible to know everything if you like start and read a publication Dead Horse. Kinds of book
are several. It means that, science reserve or encyclopedia or other people. So , how do you think about this
e-book?

Martha Dixon:

The book with title Dead Horse posesses a lot of information that you can discover it. You can get a lot of
benefit after read this book. That book exist new information the information that exist in this publication
represented the condition of the world currently. That is important to yo7u to be aware of how the
improvement of the world. This particular book will bring you with new era of the internationalization. You
can read the e-book on your smart phone, so you can read the idea anywhere you want.

Larhonda Kennedy:

Is it you actually who having spare time subsequently spend it whole day through watching television
programs or just lying down on the bed? Do you need something new? This Dead Horse can be the answer,
oh how comes? A book you know. You are so out of date, spending your free time by reading in this brand-
new era is common not a nerd activity. So what these ebooks have than the others?
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